
Existing uPVC screens to be blocked up

with cavity masonry.

Existing brick boundary retaining wall to

removed and rebuilt

Existing tile hanging to be removed

GM GM GM GMGM

Gas meters to be relocated to the rear elevation as

enabling works

uPVC Fascia to be removed

Existing timber door to be

removed and replaced with a

new aluminum door.

F

New white uPVC windows in new

configuration.

Existing Facia and Soffits to be replaced with Cembrit

Cembonit Rainscreen Cladding in Pearl.

External wall insulation and render to front elevation.

New Cavity masonry walls

to replace existing upvc

screens and boxing

internally.

Existing brick boundary retaining wall to

removed and rebuilt at lower level.

New Key Clamp Handrail to be

installed on top of new

retaining wall.

EWI to extend to ground level

EWI and render to brick piers

Existing handrail to be decorated

GM

All Perspex Glazing to

be removed and

replaced to communal

doors.

Existing timber door to

be removed and

replaced with a new

aluminum door.

F

Existing Facia and Soffits to be replaced with Cembrit

Cembonit Rainscreen Cladding in Pearl.

Contractor to allow to increase the height of all

upstands and edges as per IKO specification to

take into account the increase in thickness of

insulation. Felt to be dressed up flanking walls.

New door entry system

as per Item B8.

New guttering and downpipe

to North of stairtower

Existing Facia and Soffits to be replaced with Cembrit

Cembonit Rainscreen Cladding in Pearl.

Contractor to allow to increase the height of all

upstands and edges as per IKO specification to

take into account the increase in thickness of

insulation.

Decoration of existing railing as per Item S6

New door entry system

as per Item B8.

Removal of vegetation and re-pointing as per item J7
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New block signage as

per Item L8.

Extract fan to be

relocated as per C4

GM

Gutters and downpipes are to be

replaced with uPVC as per P1.

All Metal Railings are to be

decorated in black to match

existing.

New white uPVC windows

New emergency lighting

to be installed.

GMGM

Gas meters relocated as part of enabling works

Handrail to be extended to achieve

finished height of 1100mm
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Do not scale from this drawing. Contractor to check all

dimensions prior to setting out. Any discrepancies should be

clarified with Contract Administrator.
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